Warmsworth
Inspiring Stone

Please print out and complete this form so that you can provide us with as much information as possible
when considering a Warmsworth Stone fireplace or requesting a quotation (even if designing your own).
Useful information we need

Extra information we need if

FOR ALL FIREPLACE DESIGNS

DESIGNING YOUR

Stage 1:

Stage 7:

Preferred fireplace style

Fill in the required dimensions of the
surround and chimney breast size?
Chimney Breast Width

Stage 2:

Stage 9:
Would you like a shaped hearth?

Fireplace Width

Opening in the wall sizes? If possible
fill in the dimensions before the
fireplace is fitted.

Curved

Opening Height

Fireplace Height

Opening Width

Opening Depth

Stage 8:
What type of opening would
you prefer (dependent upon
your chimney).

Stage 3:

UNIQUE
FIREPLACE

Corners off

Stage 10:
Would you like a moulding on
the hearth?

Stage 11:
Would you like a different style
of mantle?

What is your chosen appliance?
Standard

Inset fire / Open Basket / Stove

Stage 4:

Chamfer

Sprotbrough

Serlby

Type 1: Inset panels, used for all inset fires.

What is your chosen fuel?
LPG / Solid Fuel / Electric / Gas

Stage 5:
What type of chimney do you have?
a) Class 1 Brick chimney
b) Class 2/ Pre fabricated (lined chimney)
c) Pre cast (block system)
d) No Chimney

Stage 6:
Flue Size? (This is
if you would like an
open style gas or
solid fuel basket).

Type 2: Inglenook chamber where the opening is lined in
stone or brick.

Don’t forget those all important
details and little extras:

Type 3: Slips, with or without top panel, reduce the opening
width of the fire surround.

Opening Width
Type 1, 2 or 3

You could consider a double mantle,
a moulded hearth or an inglenook.
For an even more personal touch you
might like to feature some additional
decorative carving that has special
significance to you or your home.
Whatever your wish, our expert staff
are always happy to discuss these
with you.

